The RoadRecorder 8000 NVR delivers powerful IP recording and an open architecture that allows seamless integration with any open VMS platform. The RoadRecorder 8000 NVR is EN50155 certified for use in a variety of rolling stock/railway applications, and is fully equipped with 8 M12 PoE ports for reliable functionality in rail environments. With dual hard drives offering up to 4 TB of storage, 16 customizable sensor inputs and outputs, and support for up to 36 IP cameras, the RoadRecorder 8000 NVR provides the highest level of security needed.

With Safety Vision’s newly developed open platform hardware and software, mobile industries have the freedom to add new technologies as they are developed. This allows you to continually update and improve your security system, creating more possibilities and ensuring that your investment is future-proof. Through the use of open architecture and third-party integrations, agencies can now unify mobile surveillance with other security systems such as IP fixed surveillance, access control, and video analytics – offering the ability to manage all operations within a single video management software.